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PARISH MANAGEMENT, TOPIC OF MORES WORKSHOP
DAYTON, Ohio, January 8, 1980 --- More effective management of religious
parishes is the topic of a workshop January 26 sponsored by the University of
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Dayton's Office of Moral and

Religious \~ducation
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Religious educators,
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past~~~al
:

parish council officers, pastors and

ministers, and parish leaders will

:

benefit from the ideas offered on
managing the local church.
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spirituality and leadership in
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Hours of yhe worksnpp are 9 a.m. until 4:30--place is
integra~~ng
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Kennedy Union room 253.
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Guest speaking at the workshop is:'<A!:tthu:r:::c ., 'Beck, Jr., who is associate
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professor of organization developmen,t aan
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of the Institute for Business
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and Community Development at the

He is author of Where

Applied Behavioral Science and Reilj;g1c:rn :jMeet :::f192,~t/)Effective Decision Making
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for Parish Leaders (1973),
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management.

Beck has

studied theology and worked ext~n$i:'V"ety with /tle1:;d'Sious ~~~mmunities during renewal
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and reorganization.
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He now consults and doestt-a:lning for: ~~~rch organizations
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of various denominations.

Continuing Education Units are available upon request and project completion.
For more information, or to register, contact the Office of Moral and
Religious Education, 229-4327 or 229-4328.
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